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MAGELIS
ADVANCED PLC/TOUCHSCREEN 
CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR SPRAY BOOTHS



 CELIBER, S.A.
MAGELIS: TOTAL CONTROL
The new control panel model MAGELIS, designed and programmed directly for CELIBER by a presti-
gious electric component manufacturer with worldwide presence.

The principal client demands like remote-assistance, programming “on demand”, time and work 
phase historic schedule download have been taken in count to develop the PLC / Touch screen ac-
tually most advanced for Spray booths.

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING: Possibility to control all work parameters (time, pressure, tempera-
ture) and save them in a menu with more than 20 recipes that can be combined between them 
making the range of work infinite.

MULTI-RECIPE: Now it’s possible not only to program the phases you will have in one paint work, 
but also inside each phase each parameter and develop mixes to have possibility of several paint 
coats with different parameters in each.

REMOTE-ASSISTANCE: Thanks to the Ethernet port it’s possible  to connect the PLC to the LAN of 
the Workshop. This way it’s possible to control the equipment remotely even from internet giving 
possibility of diagnosis from Celiber office.

SCHEDULE CONTROL: Knowing the PLC is a small computer and having a USB connection we can 
download and upload any information we need. Celiber can update the PLC software just sending 
an e-mail that can be loaded in a USB memory and loaded then to the PLC.

Also the work Schedule of certain time can be downloaded to a USB memory to make a report in 
Excel in a computer with information about the workers, works done, times and phases.

MANTEINANCE AND SPAREPARTS: High quality in hardware with the best possibilities for main-
tenance and spare parts as the manufacturer has presence worldwide.

Following international rules and normative,
MAGELIS can be installed in any equipment.

 100% Certified  

CAN I HAVE A MAGELIS SPRAY BOOTH?
CELIBER will incorporate the new MAGELIS PLC/Touch screen in the following cases:

NEW SPRAY BOOTHS: All our AVANTGARDE range of spray booths will have the new MA-
GELIS PLC/Touch screen units included independently from the size.

CELIBER PREVIOUS SPRAY BOOTH: Any impulsion/extraction Celiber spray booth will have 
possibility to incorporate MAGELIS control system..


